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INVENTORY
REMAINS LOW

NEW FOCUS
ON HOME

SALES ACTIVITY IS UP
INVENTORY IS LOW
by Susan Kramm

Sales are up substantially from the previous year, due
in part to a lower inventory and lower bank rates. In
addition, the pandemic has us spending much more
time at home and underscored the focus on our families
and home environment.
In addition building materials have had a huge increase,
leaving homeowners to wonder whether to renovate or start
with a change in homes that will accommodate our new
needs.

MOVEIN READY
IN DEMAND

It's the most
important
factor when
buying real
estate.
Location
matters, even
the location
inside the
neighborhood
will have a
large impact
on your home's
value.

SALES BY PRICE RANGE FIRST QUARTER

10.1%

23.1%

Sales $000-$100,000

20%

Sales $100,000-$150,000

Sales $150,000-$200,000

9.2%

15.4%

9.2%

Sales $200,000-$250,000

Sales $250,000-$300,000

Sales $300,000-$350,000

9.2%

4.6%

3.7%

Sales $350,000-$400,000

Sales $400,000-$500,000

Sales $500,000-$UP

Active Listings 89

Lowest Price

Highest Price

$ 55,000
$649,000

Average Price $264,192
65 SOLD
76 Days On Market

15

FIRST QUARTER HOUSE SALES
2021 VS 2020

65 SALES 2021
41 SALES 2020
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How's The Condo & Attached Market?
Active Listings 16

Average Price $205,544
Lowest Price

Highest Price

9 SOLD 2021/8 SOLD 2020
$253,051/$161,363
138/100Days on Market

$149,000

$370,000

A SELLER'S MARKET IS A MARKET CONDITION
CHARACTERIZED BY A SHORTAGE OF GOODS
AVAILABLE FOR SALE, RESULTING IN PRICING
POWER FOR THE SELLER.

Several factors influence the housing market, including mortgage interest rates, inflation, employment,
investment, construction, immigration, government assistance programs, and the health of local and
world economies. All of these influence the supply and demand of the market which, in turn, affects
prices. A seller's market is a term commonly applied to the property market when low supply meets
high demand.
A seller's market is when there are more people buying houses than houses for sale. If you’re buying in a
seller's market, you’ll encounter higher prices and increased competition, and be expected to make
quick decisions. If you’re looking to buy one right now, it may be hard to get one at a fair price. In
sought after areas, houses are going under contract in a matter of days. So the question becomes, is this
a good time to buy? ‘The best time to buy is when you’re ready.” Below are some tips to make the
process easier, quicker and help secure the right home for you.
Expand your search. Home prices are always higher in the hottest neighborhoods. Dibble recommends
going a little farther away from the most popular neighborhoods. This way you can usually get more
square footage and better amenities for less money. And don’t follow the hype.
Customize your offer to the seller. Remember that it’s not all about price. Tailoring your offer to meet
the holistic “needs” of the seller is usually the best strategy for getting your offer accepted. Sometimes
that is all about price, but sometimes it isn’t. You may win on other contingencies or conveniences for
the seller.
Don’t bother with a lowball offer. Coming in low will just waste your time. When homes are going
into contract within a few days, the chances of this working in your favor are slim.
Get preapproved. When all else is equal, a seller will prefer an offer from someone who is pre-approved
to minimize their risk.
Consider renting. If you still are having a tough time getting a home, a good option is to rent until you
can find the right home for you. Not only does it buy you time, but you also will get a better feel for
what you want to buy. After living there for a few months, you may decide that you actually want a
different neighborhood or realize there are must-haves for your new home that weren’t included in
your original list.
Keep in mind that a seller's market can put pressure on buyers to buy a home quickly, without being
sure it’s the right one. While you can’t be leisurely with your home search during these times, be sure
you think it through and do your research.

THINKING OF SELLING IN 2021?
Set Your Selling Price Judiciously
Pricing the home correctly and well is one of the key criteria and decisions in home
selling.
Sell to Your Buyers with Your Curb
Buyers often drive around neighbourhoods to get a feel for it and the homes on the
market. Show them your curb appeal, they may already be sold by it.
Get Your Ducks in a Row
You cannot count on a predetermined selling price for your current property to finance
the purchase of your new home. Holding off buying a new home until the current one is
sold will provide you with a clearer picture of what you can afford as your next home.
Do Your Home Work in Advance
A pre-listing inspection is a way to go if you are keen on selling your home fast.
Usually, the buyer hires a home inspector when they make an offer, stating that their
offer is conditional on a satisfactory inspection. Take charge of this task and have the
inspector’s report handy for the buyers at the time of contract negotiation and signing.
Nip it in the Bud
As soon as the home inspector provides you with a detailed report, highlight the top 3-5
things that are a “must fix” even before listing your property on the market for sale. Get
the handymen in and get the repairs done prepare your home for the sale
Take the Minimalist Route
If you have too much of anything in your home – get rid of it before listing the home.
Trash it or store it, depending on what you need and what can be discarded. Make your
home clutter-free for better flow and feel to welcome your potential buyers.
Add a Dash of Something Special
You need to make your property stand out from the competition. You may want to
consider adding a special incentive. Offer something to sweeten and seal the deal.

